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Abstract 

 
The aim of this paper is to consider cone metric spaces with w-distance and 
obtained fixed point theorems on cone metric space with w-distance .Our results 
generalize and unify some well known results. 
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1 Introduction 
 

   In 2007 Huang and Zhang [1] announced the notion of cone metric spaces 
and obtained some fixed point theorems for different type of contractive mappings 
using the normality of cone. On the other hand Kada et al [2] and Shioji et al [3] 
introduced the concept of metric space with w-distance, gave some examples, 
properties of w-distance and improved Caristi’s fixed point [6], Ekeland’s 
variational principle [7] and the non –convex minimization theorem according to 
Takahashi [8]. By the use of the concept of w-distance also proved a fixed point 
theorem in complete metric space which generalized the fixed point theorems of 
Subrahmanyan [9], Kanan [10] and Ciric [11]. Recently Lakijan and Arabyani [4] 
combined these concepts together and introduced the concept of cone metric 
spaces with w-distances and established some fixed point theorems. In the sequel 
Dhanorkar and Salunke [5] proved some fixed point theorems on cone metric 
space with w-distance. 

In this paper we also obtained fixed point theorems on cone metric space with 
w-distance. Our results generalize and extend the result of [4], [5]. 
 

2 General Framework 
 
Definition 2.1 Let E always be real Banach space and P a subset of E. P is called 
a cone if  

(i) P is closed, non-empty and 0P . 

(ii) Pbyax   for all Pyx ,  and non-negative real numbers a, b. 

(iii) 0)( PP  . 

 
For a given cone EP  , we can define a partial ordering   with respect to P 

by yx   if any only if Pxy  , yx   will stand for yx   and yx  , 

while yx   will stand for Pxy int , where intP denotes the interior of P. 

 
Definition 2.2 The cone P is called normal if there is a number 0M such that 
for all Eyx , , yx 0  implies 

yMx  . 

The least positive number satisfying above is called the normal constant of 
])1([P . 

 
Definition 2.3 The cone P is called regular if every increasing sequence which is 

bounded form above is convergent. That is, if 1}{ nnx  is a sequence such that 

yxx  ...21 for some Ey , then there is Ex such that 0lim 0  xxnn . 
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Equivalently the cone P is regular if and only if every decreasing sequence 
which is bounded from below is convergent. It has been mentioned that every 
regular cone is normal. 

 
Lemma 2.4 Every regular cone is normal. 
 
In the following we always suppose that E is a Banach space, P is a cone in E 
with 0int P  and   is partial ordering with respect to P. 
 
Definition 2.5 Let X be a non-empty set. Suppose the mapping EXXd :  
satisfies : 

(a) ),(0 yxd  for all Xyx ,  and 0),( yxd  if and only if yx  , 

(b) ),(),( xydyxd  for all Xyx , , 

(c) ),(),(),( yzdzxdyxd  for all Xzyx ,, . Then d is called a cone metric 

on X and ),( dX is called a cone metric space. 

 

Example 2.6 Let 2RE  , }0,:),{(  yxEyxP , RX  and EXXd :  

defined by  yxyxyxd  ,),( , where 0  is constant. Then ),( dX  is 

a cone metric space [1]. 
 

Definition 2.7 Let X be a cone metric space with metric d. Then a mapping 
EXXp : is called w-distance on X if the following satisfy : 

(a) ),(0 yxp for all Xyx , . 

(b) ),(),(),( zypyxpzxp  , for all Xzyx ,, . 

(c) Ezxp ),( is lower semi-continuous for all Xx . 

(d) for any 0 , there exists 0  such that ),( xzp  and ),( yzp  

imply ),( yxd , where E , . 

 
Lemma 2.8 Let X be a cone metric space with metric d, let p be a w-distance on X 
and let f be a function from X into E that )(0 xf  for any Xx . Then a into 

function EXXq : given by ),()(),( yxpxfyxq   for each 

XXyx ),(  is also a w-distance. 

 
Example 2.9 (i) Let ),( dX  be a metric space. Then dp   is a w-distance on 

X. 
(ii) Let X be norm linear space with Euclidean norm. Then the mapping 

),0[:  XXp  defined by yxyxp ),( , for all Xyx , is a 

w-distance on X. 
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(iii) Let X be norm linear space with Euclidean norm. Then the mapping 

),0[:  XXp  defined by yyxp ),( , for all Xyx , is a 

w-distance on X. 
 
Definition 2.10 Let X be a cone metric space with metric d, let p be a w-distance 

on X, Xx  and }{ nx  a sequence in X, then 

(a) }{ nx  is called a p-Cauchy sequence whenever for every E , 0 , 

there is a positive integer N such that, for all Nnm , , ),( nm xxp  . 

(b) A sequence }{ nx  in X is called a p-convergent to a point Xx  

whenever for every E , 0  , there is a positive integer N such that, 

for all Nn  , ),( nxxp . Note that by lower semi-continuous p, for all 

Nn  , ),( xxp n  . We denote this by xxnn lim  or xxn  . 

(c) ),( dX is a complete cone metric space with w-distance if every Cauchy 

sequence is   p-convergent. 
 

Finally, note that the relations PPP intintint   and PP intint   

)0( X . 

 
Lemma 2.11 There is not normal cone with normal constant 1M . 

 

Example 2.12 Let 1lE  , },0:}{{ 1 nallforxExP nnn   , ),( pX  a metric 

space and EXXd :  defined by  
12

),(
),(




n

yxp
n

yxd . Then ),( dX is a 

cone metric space if set dp   then ),( dX  is cone metric space with 

w-distance p and the normal constant of P is equal to 1M . For each 1k , 
there is a normal cone with normal constant kM  .  
 

3 Main Results 
 
Theorem 3.1 Let ),( dX  be a complete cone metric space with w-distance p, P 

be a normal cone on X. Suppose a mapping XXT :  satisfy the contractive 
condition. 

)],(),([),(),( TyypTxxpyxpTyTxp    

   )],(),([ TxypTyxp       (3.1) 

for all Xyx , .  ,,  are non negative reals such that 122   . 

Then T has a unique fixed point in X. For each Xx the iterative sequence 

})({ 1n
n xT  converges the fixed point. 

 
Proof: Let Xx 0  be arbitrary. Define a sequence }{ nx in X such that  
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01 Txx  , 00
2

12 .............. xTxxTTxx n
n  .  

By condition 3.1, we have, 

)](,[),( 000
2

0 TxTTxpxTTxp  ),( 00 Txxp  

     )],(),([ 0
2

000 xTTxpTxxp    

     )],(),([ 000
2

0 TxTxpxTxp   

 
this implies 

)],[()( 00 Txxp  )],()[( 0
2

0 xTTxp   

   )](,[
)(1

000
2

,0 xTxpxTTxp







  

  )](,[ 00 xTxKp  

where 1
)(1










K  

again 

 ),(),( 0
2

00
3

0
2 xTTxKpxTxTp  ),( 00

2 TxxpK  ............................. 

continue in this way, we get  

 ),(),( 000
1

0 TxxpKxTxTp nnn   

where  
 10  K  
Let Nnm ,  and nm  , we have, 

 ),( 00 xTxTp mn  

  ),(),([ 0
2

0
1

0
1

0 xTxTpxTxTp nnnn   ),(.............. 0
1 xTTp nm  

  ),()............( 00
11 TxxpKKK mnn    

  ),(
1

00 Txxp
K

K n


  

Since 10  K  and n , then 0nK . Therefore }{ 0xT n is a Cauchy 

sequence in X. Since X is complete cone metric space then their exists Xu , 

such that uxn   as n . 

Hence 

 ),( uTup  ),(),( uTxpTxTup nn   

         ),( nxup  

       )],(),([ nn TxxpTuup    

       ),()],(),([ uTxpTuTxpTxup nnn   . 

    ),( uTup  ),(
1

),(
1

nnn Txxpxup
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      )(
1

1
),(

1
,uTxpTuTxp nn















 0  as n  

Therefore uTu  . Hence u is a fixed point of T. 
 

Uniqueness: Let v be another fixed point of T i.e. vTv  . 
 ),(),( vupTvTup   

     ),( vup )],(),([ TvvpTuup   )],(),([ TuvpTvup    

  ),( vup )],(),([ vvpuup   )],(),([ uvpvup    

 ),()2(),( vupvup    

since 12    

Therefore  
 0),( vup   vu   

This shows that fixed point is unique.  
This completes the proof. 
 

4 Remarks 
 

1. In theorem 3.1 if we put 0   we get theorem 3.6 of [4]. 

2. In theorem 3.1 if we put 0  , we get theorem 3.2 of [5]. 

 
If we put 0  we get the following result – 

 
Corollary 4.1 : Let ),( dX be a complete cone metric space with w-distance. P be 

a normal cone on X. suppose a mapping XXT :   satisfy the condition- 
 )],(),([),( TxypTyxpTyTxp    

for all Xyx ,  and ),0[ 2
1  is a constant. Then T has a unique fixed point 

X, for each Xx , the iterative sequence 1)}({ nxTn converges to the fixed 

point.  
If we put p=d in theorem 3.1 we obtain the following result 
 

Corollary 4.2 : Let ),( dX  be a complete cone metric space, P be a normal cone 

on X. Suppose a mapping XXT :  satisfy the contractive condition. 
),(),( yxdTyTxd  ],(),([ TyydTxxd    ],(),([ TxxdTyxd   

for all Xyx , .  ,,  are non negative reals such that 122   . 

Then T has a unique fixed point in X. for each Xx the iterative sequence 

})({ 1n
n xT  converges the fixed point. 
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